
Reading Responses: 

In Cold Blood Responses:  

Section 1: 

This book started off slowly and not in the style I had expected it to. I expected the typical style 

of a novel, with prose and conversations. This book is much more descriptive, barely leaves out a 

detail. I like this style because even though we know what happened, we are getting all the clues 

and the emotions that those who knew the Clutter family must have felt. In some places you feel 

like the detective listening to the statements and interviews the townsfolk gave to the police and 

in other places you feel like you are reading a suspense novel. I am so far very impressed with 

this book. 

Section 2: 

Section two was all about the manhunt for the killers. Perry and Dick had done a near perfect job 

and the feds were experiencing major problems trying to locate them. Since the killers had no 

previous affiliation with the Clutter family it made it exceedingly more difficult to track them 

down. Perry and Dick made a clean getaway and wound up in Mexico. They had no money and 

eventually tried getting themselves back into the U.S. and that is where the section ends.  

Section 3: This section of the book opened up a whole new side of the story to the readers. We 

met Floyd Wells who essentially explains why Dick and Perry went to kill the Clutters. They had 

heard about the family through this fellow prisoner and decided on a whim to kill them all and 

steal their money because they are wealthy. Of course, this plan back fired because the Clutters 

did not keep their money in their house. I found this the most interesting part of this section even 

though a lot more happens. In this section the boys are captured in Las Vegas and the 

interrogation begins. 



Section 4: This is the final section of the book. In this book, we get to read actual evidence from 

the interrogations with the criminals. The things they said astonished me. They really were cold 

blooded killers. A part that blew me away was Perry’s interrogation. Perry admitted to enjoying 

killing just for the sake of killing. This is a very sociopathic way to think, and I think for my first 

essay I may explore this more closely. I really liked the book. Capote is an excellent writer and 

did a great job bringing the reader into the mind of the characters. 

 

Breakfast at Tiffany’s:  

I really enjoyed reading Truman Capote’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s. The main character, Holly 

Golightly is a very complex character. On the surface she is this superficial call girl who loves to 

live the high life. However, the more you get to know about her character, the more you learn 

that she isn’t as easy going as she seems. I like that about this book. The overall message and 

point to the novel isn’t obvious. There was also some obvious symbolism with the bird cage. In 

my opinion, the bird cage represents freedom; it represents how Holly feels in life and how she 

doesn’t like to be tied down. That is why she changed her last name to “Go-lightly”. 

 

Revolt of the Cockroach people: 

Section 1: (1-133) 

 Overall these first couple of chapters do a very good job setting up the time period, the 

author’s style, and the main characters. In these five chapters we see that there is a lot of 

information to take in. The book starts with a protest outside a church where the wealthy are all 

inside while the Chicano’s and low income are outside. I personally found that by starting the 

book with a violent riot outside of a church on Christmas Eve was a very good choice. It 



automatically catches there interest making them want read more and perhaps discover what the 

riot is about. This is good because chapter two then talks about Brown and his past which leads 

to how he ended up in Los Angeles as the lawyer representing the Chicano’s. This then goes on 

to Brown becoming a lawyer for the Chicano’s. Which then leads to the whole trial they have. 

 

Section 2: (134- conclusion) 

  There was a lot covered in this reading section but one thing that stood out to me the 

most was that I found these chapters to be pretty interesting since they do conclude to book. But 

most importantly they display that even though Brown went back to his old ways he did 

eventually come back to help the Chicano’s. Even with all the negative things he accomplished 

and as twisted as he was sometimes in the end he came back to help his people. Even though 

overall he as a person was not the best one or made the best decisions he was able to do a lot of 

good things in his life that had an impact on other people lives.  

 

Chicano Poetics:  

These readings consisted of poems that discussed various Chicano traditions and beliefs. Out of 

all the things it discussed my favorite was when it mentioned that sometimes it is hard being a 

kid whose parents were born in Mexico while they were born in the United States. I like how it 

talked about how it is hard for kids like this because they want to make their parents happy and 

embrace their family’s culture to the fullest but the fact that they have grown up in a different 

environment with different practices. This is what causes the kids to have trouble embracing both 

of their cultures and be able to find their perfect balance. This is true not only for Chicano’s but 

for any kid whose parents were not born in the United States but they were. 



The Wonderful Wizard of Oz: 

Section 1: I have seen the Wizard of Oz movie as a child, and also performed in a rendition on 

The Wiz, so naturally I was excited to read the annotated text of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. I 

love the premise and have always wondered why and what some of the things in the book mean. 

I like the symbolism of Kansas being gray and Oz being colorful. I also didn’t know that the 

scarecrow was supposed to be a munchkin and that Dorothy was actually a young girl. I am 

learning so much about the story that I never would have known without reading this book. Also, 

I find it interesting how each other characters going to the Emerald City actually continuously 

show that they have the traits they possess. For example, the lion carries everyone over a large 

ravine and then scares away monsters, and the tin man kills a cat to save some field mice in 

trouble. I am enjoying this book, and look forward to discussing it during class.  

Section 2: I liked this book a lot more than I anticipated. I was not a big fan of the movie, simply 

because I did not understand it, but after reading this book, I have a much better understanding of 

what took place. I like the biblical and political messages and the way they seamlessly blend into 

the story line. Part 2 was more entertaining than part one because it had more action. Dorothy 

killed a witch, the tinman killed wolves, stopped bees, they met the flying monkeys, and much 

more. Overall, I really enjoyed reading this and I would recommend it for someone else. It does 

need to be compared or translated to be fully understood, but I liked it all the same. 

Wicked: 

Section 1: Wicked is a refreshing change to the Wizard of Oz. The entire story instead of being 

based around Dorothy is based around the Wicked witch of the west. Her real name is Elphaba, 

and she is severely misunderstood. 



Section 2: This section of the book really surprised me because the main thing it did was show 

the audience that Galinda was not the perfect person everyone thought she was. Instead she was 

shallow and mean to poor Elphaba. Elphaba is the nice one that helps others. Like when she 

helps Boq set up a meeting with Galinda in the garden which only lead to Galinda blowing him 

off. I was just so shocked because even though this book is fiction it just comes to show that in 

real life you should not judge a book by its cover or assume what other people are saying is the 

right thing. 

Section 3: For this section of the reading I became a little disappointed in Elphaba. I just would 

have thought that she would have known better than to involve herself in an affair with a married 

mad. I know that they might love each other but her out of all people should know what it feels 

like to get put down and hurt why would she want to hurt someone else. I don’t think Elphaba is 

thinking clearly when it come to the affair and will probably end up regretting it in the future. 

Hopefully Elphaba will make the right decision in the end. 

Section 4:  It was interesting to find out that it was Elphaba the one that started calling herself 

the wicked witch of the west. Another thing I found very weird too is that she was trying to 

create flying monkey and other mutations. In the end I was just sad for Elphaba because she was 

a very sweet and good person but it was all the things that people did to her and some life 

decisions that led her down the wrong path. But even with her mistakes and wrong turns I have 

to say that this is my favorite book for this year by far. I had always wanted to read this book but 

I never actually went through with it but I am glad that I did because I really liked the book.  

 

 


